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Abstract: This study explores the problem of optimally dynamic joint decisions: replenishment quantity, retail price and depletion time, in a vertically decentralized single-retailer and single-supplier supply chain over a dynamic multi-period planning horizon, subject to multivariate demand function and deteriorating goods with shortages allowed and with no consideration of fixed costs. This research uses a calculus-based formulation coupled with dynamic programming techniques to solve the channel-wide profit maximization under price-only contract and consignment contract respectively. The analysis reveals that the consignment contract can significantly achieve higher channel-wide profit than the price-only contract for the dynamic decentralized channel.
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1. Introduction

The need for inter-company coordination and cooperation between production and marketing planning in a vertically separated supply chain has attracted considerable attention during recent decades. Upstream vendors and downstream buyers can be managed and eliminated through properly designed methods and coordinating mechanisms, including organizational design, quick response, reward system, return policy, quantity discount, consignment, and so on. Comprehensive reviews related to this area of the literature were conducted by [1-6]. Relationships between suppliers and retailers are based on supply chain contracts. These coordinating mechanisms above are frequently designed as supply chain contracts to maximize the channel-wide profit.

If a retailer desires to carry goods in the store without buying it, the solution may use consignment contract. A supplier retains ownership of the goods, and sets the retail price and replenishment quantity for his goods under the consignment arrangement, while the retailer deducts a percentage from the retail price and remits the balance to the supplier for the goods sold [7]. Comprehensive reviews related to consignment contract include [8-9]. The question is whether supply chain contracts can replace the traditional supply chain strategy while optimizing channel performance and, particularly, in practice whether suppliers can apply consignment strategies to offer incentives to retailers to order more goods while simultaneously increasing the profits of channel-wide [10-11]. This study proposes a policy involving a consignment contract is applied to solve the problem of optimally dynamic decisions in a single-retailer and single-supplier supply chain over a multi-period planning horizon for a deteriorating commodity.

As we know, supply chains are dynamic systems that evolve over time. Not only does customer demand change over time, but the supply chain relationship also progresses. Even if demand is known, the planning process still requires considering demand parameters that vary over time, due to the impacts of price, trend, promotion, etc. [12]. In practice, price change is increasingly adopted as a means of controlling demand due to its effectiveness for short-term control over on-hand stock. Pashigian and Bowen [13] demonstrated that
both percentage markups and frequency of sales for fashion goods have increased since 1970. Comprehensive studies dealing with dynamic pricing and stock problems include [14-17]. This investigation focuses on the problem of joint dynamic decisions under both coordinating policies in a vertically decentralized channel over a multi-period planning horizon. Deterioration applies to considerable inventory items, including volatile liquids, agricultural products, drugs, blood, fashion goods and high-tech products. All of these items are subject to depletion by phenomena other than demand, such as shrinkage, decay, obsolescence, scrap and spoilage. A survey by the National Accounting Association disclosed that unreported scrap is the primary cause of inventory loss regardless of product type or industry [18]. These phenomena of deterioration are prevalent and should not be ignored. Representative studies on related to the deteriorating items include [19-20].

This investigation uses a calculus-based formulation coupled with dynamic programming techniques to solve joint retail price, depletion time and replenishment quantity decision problems under the price-only contract and consignment contract respectively over a multi-period planning setting, comprising multivariate demand function and multiple dynamic replenishment cycles for deteriorating goods with shortages allowed and with no consideration of fixed costs (i.e. replenishment operations cost, production setup cost and slotting allowance cost), thus enhancing system efficiency for a vertically decentralized single-supplier and single-retailer channel.

2. Problem Description

To illustrate the importance and impact of different supply chain contracts on channel performance, this research considers a typical two-stage supply chain comprising one supplier and one retailer. This study deals with a single item whose retail price and inventory are reviewed periodically at time \( t \). Each period begins with a joint decision regarding the scheduling of a new replenishment and its associated retail price and depletion time. The problem is equivalent to determining the optimal sequence of issuance times for new replenishment with the retail price and depletion time being reset, and the lot-size simultaneously specified so as to maximize the profit stream. This study also assumes the replenishment is instantaneous and no inventory is held at the beginning and at the end of the time horizon. The following notations are used throughout the study.

- \( h \) = Per unit holding cost for given unit of time.
- \( s \) = Per unit shortage cost for given unit of time.
- \( c \) = Per unit production cost.
- \( w \) = Per unit purchase cost.
- \( \phi \) = Constant product perishability rate.
- \( \nu \) = Fraction of channel revenue retained by retailer.

3. The Modes

In the section, this study presents a dynamic version of the channel coordination decisions, including the retail price, depletion time and replenishment quantity under the price-only contract and consignment contract respectively in a vertically decentralized single-supplier and single-retailer channel over a multi-period planning horizon, subject to deteriorating goods and multivariate demand function. That is two alternatives for doing business. One alternative is the price-only contract, where the retailer owns the goods ownership and is entirely responsible to the retail price, depletion time and replenishment quantity decisions. The other alternative is the consignment contract, where the supplier still owns the goods title and is fully responsible to the retail price, depletion time and replenishment quantity decisions in the channel. This study first presents the price-only contract, and then the consignment contract for the decentralized channel coordination.

3.1. Price-Only Contract

In a vertically decentralized channel, a customary behavior of channel coordination is operated in such a way that a make-to-order supplier produces the products using a lot-for-lot policy with a unit cost and sells them to market through a coordinating retailer under price-only contract with a purchase price; the retailer decides on the retail price, depletion time and replenishment quantity. The ownership of the products is transferred from the supplier to the retailer when the products are received.

The base model considers a price-only contract in a vertically decentralized two-echelon supply chain with one supplier and one retailer. That is the retailer has the right to decide the replenishment quantity besides the retail price and depletion time, and focuses only on herself profit maximization over the multi-period planning horizon, without considering her counterpart’s reaction and channel-wide profit. The retailer owns the goods ownership and holds inventory of the goods which is subject to a constant deteriorating rate, and replenishes inventory from the supplier in order to meet a deterministic price-dependent and time-varying demand. In the section, the study first derives a generic model for determining the optimal joint decisions: retail price, depletion time and lot-size over an arbitrary selling period \([ z_{j-1}, z_j] \) and proves the uniqueness of the solutions. The model is further extended into a multi-period formulation where the optimal sequence of replenishments \( z_{j-1} \) and associated retail price, depletion time/service level and lot-size for \( j = 1, 2, ..., n \), are determined using a dynamic programming approach.

In the periodic review inventory system, the cycle starts with a replenishment at \( z_{j-1} \) and inventory is held until time \( \xi \) at which the stock is completely depleted, followed by a period of shortages until the next replenishment at \( z_j \). By considering the joint effect of demand and deterioration over period \([ t, \xi], z_{j-1} \leq t \leq \xi \), the inventory level at time \( t \) is the following:
beforehand, based on which the supplier


On the other hand, the shortage level over time period \([\xi, t]\) is:

\[
S(p, t) = \int_{\xi}^{t} D(p, u) du, \quad \xi \leq t \leq z_j. \tag{2}
\]

The retailer profit over an arbitrary selling period \([z_{j-1}, z_j]\) is the retail revenue minus the relevant costs due to the purchasing cost, holding cost, deteriorating cost and shortage cost:

\[
\pi_{ps,k}(p, \xi) = \int_{z_{j-1}}^{z_j} D(p, t) dt - \int_{z_{j-1}}^{z_j} D(p, t)e^{\phi(t-z_j)} dt - h \int_{z_{j-1}}^{z_j} D(p, u)e^{\rho ub} du dt - \int_{\xi}^{z_j} \left[(w + s(z_j - t))D(p, t)dt \right]. \tag{3}
\]

The sequence of events in the price-only model is as follows: both companies negotiate a wholesale price \(w\) beforehand, based on which the retailer determines the coordinated retail price and depletion time simultaneously over given \(z_{j-1}\) and \(z_j\) for the supply chain. Therefore, the optimal retail price and depletion time that maximizes the retailer profit over period \([z_{j-1}, z_j]\) in the price-only contract can be obtained by taking the first-order derivative of Eqn. (3) with respect to \(p\) and \(\xi\) separately and setting the results equal to zero. For further extending into a multi-period planning horizon formulation, the study applies the dynamic programming approach to determine the optimal replenishment scheduling, the associated retail price and depletion time, and the profits of the retailer, supplier and channel-wide.

### 3.2. Consignment Contract

In the decentralized channel coordination with consignment contract, the supplier owns the goods title, and decides the sequence of replenishment besides the retail price and depletion time over the multi-period planning horizon, while the retailer deducts a percentage from the retail price and remits the balance to the supplier. Let \(v\) \((0 \leq v \leq 1)\) be the fraction of channel revenue the retailer keeps, so \((1 - v)\) is the fraction the supplier earns. According to the definitions above, the supplier profit generated from the selling period \([z_{j-1}, z_j]\) is the revenue-sharing revenue minus the relevant costs which include the variable production cost, holding cost, deteriorating cost and shortage cost:

\[
\pi_{cons,k}(p, \xi) = (1 - v) \int_{z_{j-1}}^{z_j} D(p, t) dt - \int_{z_{j-1}}^{z_j} D(p, t)e^{\phi(t-z_j)} dt \tag{4}
\]

The sequence of events for consignment model is as follows: both companies negotiate a revenue-sharing allocation \(v\) beforehand, based on which the supplier determines the coordinated retail price and depletion time simultaneously over given \(z_{j-1}\) and \(z_j\) for the supply chain. Therefore, the optimal retail price and depletion time, that maximizes the supplier profit over period \([z_{j-1}, z_j]\) in the consignment contract can be obtained by taking the first-order derivative of Eqn. (4) with respect to \(p\) and \(v\) separately and setting the results equal to zero. The optimal replenishment scheduling, and the associated retail price and depletion time for the multi-period planning horizon formulation can be obtained by dynamic programming approach.

### 4. Conclusion

This work conducted the experiments to attend qualitative insights into the structures of the proposed contracts. The two contracts in this work, incorporating the proposed solution procedures, were implemented on a personal computer. Table 1 lists numerical results generated by the two contracts, including the replenishment number, optimal retail price, lot-size, retailer profit, supplier profit and channel profit. This investigation deals with the emerging research on managing a vertically decentralized single-supplier and single-retailer multi-period channel which produces and sells deteriorating goods with no consideration of fixed costs in a marketplace. This study formulated two decision models for the decentralized channel under price-only contract and consignment contract respectively. A numerical study is conducted to clarify the benefits of the proposed consignment contract that can increase channel-wide profit for the vertically decentralized channel. The proposed model based on a periodic review policy can be used as an add-on optimizer, which makes it applicable to the channel-wide profit maximization between production and marketing planning in a vertical supply chain.
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